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DAVID: I'm going to feel and you're going to feel awful bad --

HENRY: Yes.

DAVID: -- when this, when these young guys back here, who were, you know, who were approximately, 'cause they finally moved, and I'm not calling because I'm so much worried about us, but, I mean -- I'm going to feel awful bad when, when these young men back here, who are sitting back here in this tank, you know, right back here where our trash thing is, which is about -- what is that, about 50 -- what 100 and something feet? About, you know, about 150-175 feet from, you know, a perimeter of our building.

That, that's -- I mean, that's, you know, they're back there and they're, they're back there moving their thing around and revving their motors and they're not supposed to be there, but what I'm saying is what -- it's, it's going to be real sad, 'cause, you know, we've made these negotiations, it's going to be real sad that all of a sudden, you know, something's going to hit them and that tank's not going to be there in complete pieces, you know.

HENRY: What are you talking about?

DAVID: I'm talking about, I'm talking about -- there, there are tanks with, with -- and especially
that tank, which is high armored tanks, you know. But there are also projectiles that can hit that tank and incinerate a part of that tank and blow part of that tank inside that tank and hurt somebody.

HENRY: Is that what we want?

DAVID: No! That's what I'm saying. We don't want that. We want God's will to be done.

HENRY: Then --

DAVID: Okay. People are saying, people are saying we got all these high-powered weapons. I can guarantee you that at the time when y'all first came in, there was no 50-caliber automatic fire against anybody or anything.

HENRY: Okay.

DAVID: Okay? They're saying one of the agents was hit with, with a 50-caliber slug. No. If they would look at the, at the, at the millimeter of that, they would, they would realize that it may have been a, a slug, it may have been a slug --

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: -- from a shotgun.

HENRY: Okay.

DAVID: But it wasn't no -- 'cause a 50-caliber round would, would, would, would do more --

HENRY: Okay.
DAVID: -- than just -- you know what I'm saying?

HENRY: Yeah, I understand.

DAVID: And I'm saying it's unnecessary at this point -- I'm saying that, that this is a political matter and it's a political matter in the respect that okay, here's the deal. God is like awesome.

HENRY: Yes, he is.

DAVID: As Nebuchadnezzar says,

Nebuchadnezzar says that when he had a vision, God humbled him, in Chapter 4 of Daniel. And that God made him eat grass with the oxen for seven years. And then God -- then Nebuchadnezzar came out of his trance and Nebuchadnezzar says, now I know that God rules over the sons of men in the Kingdom of Heaven.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: That He can set up over His kingdom any that He will, even of the basest of men -- or the, or the smallest of men.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: Okay? Now, for some reason, it may sound funny, but for some reason, you know, when this is all finished --

HENRY: Um-hum.
DAVID: -- depending upon the attitude of the way, you know, the minds of this nation are now thinking and all that.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: When it's all finished, then, you know, God, God is, God has felt -- not felt, God is perceived that in my life and in myself, that when He reestablishes -- or when the stone hits the image in the feet, that, that He, He wants one like the son of man, right?

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: To be given a kingdom.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: That all nations should, should, should get in this kingdom and become a part of this kingdom.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: Okay? Well, the -- God, God wants me to, to not arrogantly, but very humbly present these ideals to the world. And now actually what God did was, was God chose Nebuchadnezzar as a young child and God allowed Nebuchadnezzar to come into the ranks of the political government of Chaldea.

HENRY: Yes.

DAVID: To where, you know, out of -- this
is imaginary -- out of high school, out of college, he, he pulled the ranks, got into focus, got into the military, got into power, got into judiciary power, and somehow became the King of Babylon.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: Okay? All right. Being al -- already a part of the kingship anyway. So he had a lot of authority over hundreds and hundreds of thousands of men, didn't he?

HENRY: Yeah.

DAVID: Okay. But then what happened was is that there was the Medo-Persian kingdom that confederated together and the two kings of Cyrus and Darius, and they joined together and Cyrus was a very unique politician. He was a person that knew how to negotiate and knew how to win a lot of wars by show of might, but yet he conquered his victims primarily by saying well, we don't need to have bloodshed. Let's, let's reconsider and he would go in and, and, and, and take the providential kingdoms, but he would also turn many of the officers back to their original people that were under the previous government.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: I mean, people loved Cyrus. You can read history books on him.
HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: I mean, he was really a nice king and this -- sad to say, this is our present day, you know, people of, you know, the ones that are over through Iraq. I mean, Iraq's where ancient Babylon originally was. So, you know, the keynote is that, you know, this good man was also foretold primarily in prophecy, with secondarily his name applied to something more specifically to do with Christ.

The ability to overthrow confusion or to overthrow Babylon. And then, you know, people began to become equal -- evil and God arose up Alexander the Great.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: And, and God foretold this great king. And God foretold how they'd eventually become a judiciary system that would govern the world through Rome, and all the Cesars -- you know, God allows men to have power and authority and they're judged on how they use this power and authority. And finally it comes down to the latter days that there's one man with a book that's going to become kings of, of all the earth.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: You know. And really, what, what
his intention is is to make all men kings and priests.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: And so it's kind of like, you know, I'm not into any, I'm not into any power play or anything, but what it really comes --

HENRY: Please.

DAVID: -- down to as far as the light of the world, you know, you know, I am like in a position of a king.

HENRY: I understand.

DAVID: It may be a profane kingdom like Psalms 89 says. It may not be a very great kingdom --

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: -- but at least when I pick up my little Bobby and my children, you know, you know, I'm treated like a king.

HENRY: Sure.

DAVID: It's not -- I don't --

HENRY: As well you should be.

DAVID: -- it's not -- my children don't bow down to me. They don't --

HENRY: Well, no --

DAVID: They don't respect me as if they -- you know, but the thing of it is is that I am very privileged and proud --
HENRY: Sure.

DAVID: -- that I have a part in this world to, to be able to -- to have affections and to share affections and knowledge and truth --

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: -- with, you know, and as you know I'm a polygamist.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: You know, and, and these women are very intelligent, very spiritual, very intelligent and they -- we love each other. I mean, there's just -- and, you know, this is something not normal or natural --

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: -- in today's world.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: There's got to be a higher reason and a higher experience for it.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: To those who don't know about it, it would be considered brainwashing, but maybe the Bible does brainwash us. Maybe it cleanses our minds, you know.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: But the keynote is that they respect
me with authority and they know how I've dealt with
them and they know that no matter how many times
they've fallen or made mistakes, they know that I've
always been there to help them up, 'cause I too myself
have lived a life before the quickening and I have, I
have, I have made mistakes too.

HENRY: Sure.

DAVID: So, I'm --

HENRY: We all have.

DAVID: -- I'm like, I'm like a shepherd.

HENRY: Right.

DAVID: But, you know, the babies and all
that, that's my kingdom, for such is the kingdom of
God.

HENRY: Right.

DAVID: Now, when I am told, and I know you
don't know how this happens, but it does, when I am
told that it's time for me to, to go into my last
phase of this work and we come out to you, you know,
from that point on that's when you should really
listen to me.

HENRY: Okay. Now, I want you to tell me --

DAVID: You know, now this is where --

HENRY: I want you tell me now, I want you
to tell me now how you see yourself coming out.
DAVID: Well, when I'm, when I'm told. I mean as, as, as the judgment's finishing up here, as I'm told, then based upon how people are perceiving what I've already said, and looking at the situation and realizing how, you know, everyone's going to realize in their own mind and heart, that's heard of this story, that well, hey, you know, this is what appears to be. Maybe there might be something more. Now, just what did he teach? Course --

HENRY: No, no. That's not what I'm talking about. I want you to tell me how it is that you're going to come out of there. Do you see two guys carrying you out in that stretcher?

DAVID: Well, I'm hoping maybe in a couple of days or so, you know, I mean -- wait, when you -- wait till you see this bullet hole, you know.

HENRY: Well, that's why I'm saying --

DAVID: The thing of it is is that, you know, my, my --

HENRY: See, see --

DAVID: -- my blood pressure, my strength, and my health is coming back quickly, you know. And people are like laughing, but that's all right. They can laugh.

HENRY: No, no, no.
DAVID: Maybe I might --
HENRY: That's --
DAVID: Maybe I might come jogging out, I mean, you know, hopefully.
HENRY: You're not talking about 2000 years, are you?
DAVID: In 2000 years?
HENRY: Yeah. I mean, you know, what are we talking about?
DAVID: No, no, no, no, no, no.
HENRY: Do you think it's going to be tonight?
DAVID: Well, I don't know.
HENRY: Tomorrow?
DAVID: I -- could be.
HENRY: Okay.
DAVID: I really can't honestly answer that at this time.
HENRY: How do you see yourself -- I mean right now, how do you see yourself coming out? Do you see yourself walking out? Do you see yourself being carried?
DAVID: No, I would have to be carried out right now.
HENRY: Okay. Okay.
DAVID: I mean, I'd need -- we, we, we got this thing still here, by me.

HENRY: Okay.

DAVID: The little orange thing that they, that they sent off.

HENRY: Okay. Now, one of the things I want you to think in terms of is if you were to come out, for example, say tomorrow, okay? 'Cause I told you you are going to be taken to a medical facility.

DAVID: Right.

HENRY: Which is going to afford you an opportunity to, you know, to be heard by people in the facility and other people, okay? And at some time you will, in fact, you know, be in, in custody.

DAVID: Oh yeah.

HENRY: And, of course, you're going to have, you know, another audience at, you know, at that time, so you're going to have the, the opportunity to have a lot of people listen to you. Okay? Well, now, one of the things I want to go back to is something that you talked about. Now, I want you to tell me, and I know that you could have picked off, you know, some of the guys, you know, before. I want you to tell me that we are going to continue working, you know, for safety.
I don't want, you know, I -- there -- in addition -- see, this perimeter thing that these guys are, are safeguarding is because there's also a lot of curiosity seekers, okay? People want to get close to see what's going on and I'm not just talking about our people. I'm talking about curiosity people, civilians, press people, or whatever. Okay? I want to make sure that nobody gets -- that there is no mistake, okay? Either from your side or our side. But I need you to tell me that you're going to continue in this spirit of cooperation that we've -- that I know that, that you've had.

DAVID: Right. Okay. Here's what, here's what I can guarantee. I can guarantee that if, that if these, if these young men who are driving these tanks and stuff, you know, stay their proper distance like we asked and stop rolling over our buildings and stuff like this, 'cause see, like I say, a lot of the young men here are looking at this and they're, and, and they, they are, you know, they get angry real quick.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: You know, not like me. I mean, but they have, they've, they're going by the words of the book. They're not going by the vision that I've been
shown. Okay? And they keep forgetting that somebody
that's doing that is very ignorant of what they don't
know. You see?

    HENRY: Um-hum.

    DAVID: And so, you know, so they, so they,
they, they sit here and, you know, they've all been
trained, you know, and they understand some things and
stuff like that. And, and they're, and they're like,
you know, they get to the point to where they don't
care if they die.

    HENRY: I understand.

    DAVID: But, you know, they feel like, they
feel like that, that this big brother, the big arm of
this simple little measly old nation --

    HENRY: Um-hum.

    DAVID: -- you know, is just trying to --
but I'm trying to -- them, I said, look, this is like
-- let's pretend they're little brother.

    HENRY: Um-hum.

    DAVID: And we're big brother.

    HENRY: Um-hum.

    DAVID: You know, and all they're doing is
they're like little brother that's coming out there
taking your basketball --

    HENRY: Yeah.
DAVID: -- and trying to play with it and they're just --

HENRY: Yeah.

DAVID: -- misusing, you know --

HENRY: Yeah.

DAVID: And you have to tolerate that to some degree.

HENRY: Yes.

DAVID: You know? And the thing of it is is that they're coming out here and they're -- they don't believe in the spirit, you know. The things that are unseen right now at this time are more powerful and bigger than the things that are seen.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: The events that are to take place in this world, which have eternal, eternal, more or less say, consequences --

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: -- either for life or death --

HENRY: Yeah.

DAVID: -- are things that we need to keep our minds open to realize so, you know, a lot of people, they come run, you know, I'm laying here, like this tanks back here and they're like, you know, they're like oh, oh, oh. And I says, just relax.
Just rest in the Lord right now. Now, now utilize everything you've learned.

HENRY: Yes.

DAVID: I said, we've done everything we could in the first phase to try to get to happen what, what -- not to happen what happened --

HENRY: Well --

DAVID: -- and it did.

HENRY: Yeah.

DAVID: So now we already know that much about the nature of these people, but now secondarily is is that what we tried to avoid, they got in front of and now they're out there, you know, and, and in their pride and arrogancy, they're all getting mad and upset, you know --

HENRY: See --

DAVID: -- because, you know, they got their behinds whipped, you know?

HENRY: Yeah --

DAVID: Which should have never happened.

HENRY: Exactly. It's -- let me ask you this. Can I ask you to go beyond and stretch as far as you can stretch and please ask for Divine intervention with as much concentration, sincerity as you can, because I think one of the things that is
happening is young people are under strain and young
-- for young people, patience is very difficult.

    DAVID: Right.

    HENRY: Can you please stretch and see if
you can get your message now so that we can get
everybody out of there now, before people -- these
young people reach the limit to their patience?
Please.

    DAVID: Well --

    HENRY: Do me that favor. Can you tell me
that you'll try to --

    DAVID: -- that's what I've been doing every
day and every night.

    HENRY: David, please.

    DAVID: I am. I really, really am. And
then my god says wait. See you don't know about these
gods.

    HENRY: What I do know is what you've told
me. And one of the things that you told me is that
you were in a situation where you were at your wit's
end and you reached out to God and He responded to
you.

    DAVID: That was earlier in life.

    HENRY: I --

    DAVID: That was simple. That was, that was
no problem stuff. But my, my, my level of maturity in handling problems came through many different simple events till finally, today, resting totally in the Word of God, not just by a bunch of words that I have tried to interpret, but by being shown, you know, the whole picture --

HENRY: I understand.

DAVID: -- now my concern is that -- well, like Elijah said to his servant, fear not, they that -- us are more than they that be with them, for they are flesh and blood, for our side is Spirit.

HENRY: That's right.

DAVID: Okay?

HENRY: And we, we, we have a lot of Doubting Thomas', you realize that, you know.

DAVID: Oh, yeah. I -- me and you, we're one, one communication, one bloodline, but some of the other bloodlines are clotted.

HENRY: Exactly. And that's why we need for you to, even though you can't get down on your knees, I want you to, in your mind, be down on your knees so, so that --

DAVID: Well, I'm on my back, looking upwards --

HENRY: (Laughter.)
DAVID: -- and, and waiting.

HENRY: I, I really, I really feel that there is an awful lot of people that are on, you know, that are under pressure, because of the waiting. And I'm not talking about you and me. I'm talking about the young people, you know, within the compound and the young people outside of the compound.

DAVID: Yeah.

HENRY: You know? So, if there's anything that you can do to speed the process up, I tell you, you know, I think it'll be in the best interest and, and everybody will be served, you know, greatly because your message needs to get out. It needs to get out and there are lots of people that you're going to -- whose lives you're going to touch. You've touched a lot, a lot of people's lives, but there are thousands more that you need to touch.

DAVID: Well, it's, it's going to be, going to be definitely worked out. That's for sure.

HENRY: Good.

DAVID: So that's why, like I said, I was just simply bringing up that like last night, you know, these guys that are creeping around out here, thinking they're hiding and all that, they're not.

HENRY: Um-hum.
DAVID: You know, and the darkness doesn't cover them and the, and the fog doesn't. It covers them to a degree.

HENRY: Yeah.

DAVID: But there's a certain point of degree to where, you know, infrared and stuff like that, you know, you can just about today purchase from like Excaliber and places like that.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: Just about any of the, you know, Series 1, Series 2, or Series 3, you know, technical scoping and stuff like that.

HENRY: Uh-huh.

DAVID: And, of course you know there's, there's, there's units that you can sense, you can sense when you're using infrared and stuff like that.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: But it's not so much that as it's when you're using the, the shadowed light, you know, the, the lights that have the, you know, you, you, you put a filter on them and --

HENRY: Uh-huh.

DAVID: -- then you're able to see.

HENRY: Uh-huh.

DAVID: So, you know, you know, and like,
like -- okay, this tape back here -- it's not there now. It's, it's been moved and that makes everybody more at rest. You know, it's kind of like someone out there sticking their tongue at you --

HENRY:  (Laughter.)

DAVID:  -- you know, the thing is it shouldn't, it shouldn't, it shouldn't, it shouldn't hurt our feelings --

HENRY:  I know what you're saying.

DAVID:  But the thing of it is is that, you know, I just don't want, you know --

HENRY:  Yeah.

DAVID:  -- to make a bad thing worse --

HENRY:  Exactly.

DAVID:  -- by, by somebody out there finding out a hard way that you, you don't violate, you don't violate trust and promises like that by doing those things, 'cause that stuff is made out of, you know, high-strengthened steel --

HENRY:  Um-hum.

DAVID:  But, you know, there are things that, you know, are available, you know, whether illegal or elegal (phonetic), you know. They are available that can, that can penetrate those little buggies out there.
HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: You know?

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: And, and the thing of it is is like I say, you know, it's a government -- it's, it's a political thing now. It's a political thing to where, you know, my god is a political ruler and, and I am, I am embannered to my god. Now, I would not be doing this if what I had experienced was not true.

HENRY: Well --

DAVID: If, if I did not know this god, and if the president of the United States had come to me one day and says, you know, Mr. Howell, I want you to work with the United States of America, you've been a good citizen. I've, I've seen your report cards. You've been a good citizen and I want you to work on a tactical force with the FBI and I want you to help deal with, with bad guys and everything and I'd like to give you this position and then, then that's -- I would have been so honored and so proud that somebody would have overlooked my apparent bad English and bad history, you know what I mean?

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: And bad spelling and all that and would have looked basically at my citizenship and my
commitment, you know, and to give me such a position. And then, then I would be where you're at right now.

HENRY: Uh-huh.

DAVID: And some, some other goofy would be where I'm at right now.

HENRY: Um-hum. Well, see, one of the things though is, as a matter of fact, on behalf of the FBI and on behalf of the ATF, I am asking you, you know, to help us with this situation that we have at hand.

DAVID: Right.

HENRY: And I know that, that you have, you know, that you have helped us, because like you said, you've, you've kept the young guys within the compound who feel that they're being taunted, you know, and could have picked off some of these guys, you, you've kept them from doing that. Now, I, I ask you with all sincerity, to please do whatever you need to do so that we can bring this thing to a conclusion as soon as possible. I think that the world needs to hear your message and it will hear your message. And I look forward to that. I will continue to follow what happens to you from now on.

DAVID: Well, that's good. I hope so. But, you know, that wisdom, you know, can, can you, can you
imagine being a big macho guy and standing before God
in the judgment and there has to be a woman there too?

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: Isn't that wild?

HENRY: Really.

DAVID: And to think that the way we treated
women is the way we're going to be judged in the
judgment?

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: Oooh.

HENRY: I know it.

DAVID: And you know --

HENRY: I know --

DAVID: -- all -- a lot of Hebrews, see,
they already know about -- key to being feminine, but,
you know, the Greek and the Roman systems, they were
very, you know, they were paganistic and they were
very masculine-predominant in their religions.

HENRY: Uh-huh.

DAVID: And they, they just totally went to
the manuscript and -- especially the Aramaic New
Covenant manuscript, and everywhere the, the Shekhina
was brought to pass, which is the spirit that Christ
refers to, Chachma Wise Woman --

HENRY: Um-hum.
DAVID: -- they change it to masculine.

They change it to Paraclete Numa, made it either the spirit of neuter or masculine. That's funny how people can decide, well, I don't like God in the concept of being male and female and being a family.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: That's where the Star of David originally originated from. It, it based itself in two triangles linked together --

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: -- an incorporation of what the pyramids were. It showed that at each angle or pivot there was a connection between the father, the mother, both coming together into one, the offspring. So the symbol of the Star of David was the family in heaven being united with the family on earth. That's why they interlock together, making the six sides of the pointed Star of David.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: Of course, you know they -- some people consider that to be a cultic sign, but of course, anything in the world that you look at and have regard to, not knowing the meaning or significance to the reality of it, is a cultic sign. Even if it's a cross of Jesus.
HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: You know?

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: So anyway, I'm going to go ahead and let you go and in the morning Heather will be coming out.

HENRY: At first light?

DAVID: Yeah, you know. Give, give us a little chance to, to crank up in the morning.

HENRY: Okay.

DAVID: And --

HENRY: Are you coming out with Heather?

DAVID: I, I can't answer that right now. Possibly. Maybe. I don't know.

HENRY: Okay.

DAVID: I mean I'm being --

HENRY: I want you to --

DAVID: -- honest with you now.

HENRY: Okay. I want you, I want you to work towards that. I really --

DAVID: I've been praying every day which plan. Okay. Let me explain. In the prophecies, Isaiah 28 for instance. Well, let me just go back. From the time of Moses, God refers and says, Moses, Moses. The prophecies all throughout the prophetic
rise of the scripture, and this is very unique and a mystery that I've shown to a lot of people, the prophecies stutter. Statements are repeated twice. In all the prophecies.

Now, a person might not even know this or not, not -- may not be aware of it for the longest time --

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: But of course in the prophecies Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen?

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: Isaiah 28 talks about a strong and mighty one that God raises up, that's going to be as a overflowing scourge, as tempest and hail, and you know, mighty fire overflowing that's going to cast down to the ground the crown of pride. And it says that, that it'll be as an overflowing scourge that the wicked -- it'll be like their beds will be too short to sleep in. You know, so God says -- about this event, God says, whom shall he teach knowledge and who shall he make to understand doctrine? 'Cause the whole subject revolves around all the prophecies about this event.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: It says them that are weaned from
the milk and drawn from the breast, for precept must be upon line upon line, precept upon precept, precept upon precept, line upon line, line upon line, here a little, there a little. For with stammering lips — stammer means stutter, right?

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: And all the prophecies do this. They all come to a point of importance and it repeats itself twice.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: In another tongue when he speaks to this people to whom he said, this is the rest where ye shall cause the weary to rest and this is the refreshing, but yet they would not hear. Now, the seventh day of the Lord thy God is the day where we find rest. God's commanded a law that thou shalt work six days, but on the seventh day, it's the day of the Lord thy God. And he explains that God made heaven and earth in six days and chose a day to sit back and have a good time. Right?

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: And so what happens is that many people, they, they don't really know which day the Sabbath is. Some people are not even convicted on it, but, but, but nonetheless, one day of the seven God
commands to have a day that's dedicated to God.
Right?

    HENRY: Right.

    DAVID: But Christ says the Sabbath is not
made -- man is not made for the Sabbath, the Sabbath
is made for man. Now, on the original Sabbath, Eve
was created in the evening of the sixth day, wasn't
she?

    HENRY: Um-hum.

    DAVID: Adam had already been hired in the
Garden of Eden and already had a job, hadn't he?
Naming the animals.

    HENRY: Um-hum.

    DAVID: But the scripture says there was no
help meet for Adam. Now, Adam just didn't know what
to do, did he? So, the Lord God caused Adam to rest.
A deep sleep fell upon Adam and while Adam was
resting, God began to work to form the Shekhina, or to
reveal the mystery of the inner man.

    HENRY: Um-hum.

    DAVID: You see? And now God formed the
woman and brought them to the man and he says, now
this is Isha, for out of man she was taken. For she
is bone of my bone and flesh of my flesh. In other
words, now I'm complete.
HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: Now, the Bible commands the Sabbath to be observed from even to even, okay?

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: So on that sixth day as the sun began to dawn -- I mean, the sun began to draw into the evening, Lylatov, what took place was is that God commanded the man and the woman to enter into the Sabbath covenant.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: So, now, you know what that was, don't you?

HENRY: What now?

DAVID: The Sabbath covenant.

HENRY: Oh.

DAVID: Well, that's, that's the whole purpose of the Sabbath.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: A memorial of the living God. God's made -- God made man after God's image and to God's likeness, right?

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: Well, in Isaiah 58, Isaiah is commanded to proclaim a message of Israel, saying lift up thy voice like a trumpet, you know, lift up thy
trumpet, show my people trans -- show my people their transgression and the house of Jacob their sins.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: And God says, this is the fast that I have chosen, for you to bow your head as a bulrush and to spread ashes underneath you and to hang your head, you know, and to grow mournfully. God says is, is this not the Sab -- the fast I've chosen for you to, to feed the hungry and to clothe the naked and those that are cast out into your home and to hide not yourself from your own flesh?

Now, the Sabbath day is a day where God blesses mankind with the end of the work of the week and the joys of having husband and wife and they becoming one flesh.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: That's why the word Shabbat is Abba, which means Father, and Shabbat is feminine, which means the father is in the mother.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: Now, that's pretty nice, isn't it?

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: Okay. Now, so what happens is is that Jeremiah talks about lo, the day has come saith the Lord, when Judas shall say, they shall use this
speech in the Lion of Judah, behold a woman shall
compass a man. Now, you know when a, when a man and a
woman are together, united together --

HENRY: Uh-huh.

DAVID: -- the man is complete in the woman, isn't he?

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: Okay. You see? Now, that's the
memorial to the god of creation.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: Now, when the -- Constantine and
them changed the, the laws of God, they took on a
different spirit.

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: And they proclaimed the first day of
the lunar week as the Sabbath, which was Sunday, and
that institution went on and took in additional laws
being inspired from a different spirit and they began
to command men not to marry. And of course what
happens is the natural purposes of creation, these men
entered up into all kinds of problems, such as
homosexuality in the priesthood and things like that.
You know, Martin Luther, though, he, he began to
research and he, he put things back right by mar -- by
marrying Catherine Van Borne (phonetic sp.) in 1525.
I -- that's a beautiful story. Have you read it?

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: Yeah, you know, he, he was going to give her to somebody else and she says, no, Luther, I'm going with you. So -- you know it's funny how people can get wild ideas about things and they can think --


DAVID: -- something's true.

HENRY: Hold on a second. Hold on --

DAVID: Sure.

HENRY: Listen. They just gave me a message here -- hold on a second. Okay. Some of those tanks are going to be moving around during the night, but they want me to, to tell you that, that it's going to be routine in terms of, of the shifting of the, you know, a shift change and to ensure that the perimeter is okay, nobody's going to come in there or anything. But they want you to know that there's no danger to anybody in the compound.

DAVID: Okey doke.

HENRY: Okay?

DAVID: Let me, let me get the message around. But tell them, just please be careful.

HENRY: I will.
DAVID: Okay?
HENRY: I will.
DAVID: I, I appreciate that.
HENRY: Okay.
DAVID: 'Cause if something messes up on this side or on your side, then World War III again.
HENRY: No, we don't need that.
DAVID: You know what I mean?
HENRY: We do not need that.
DAVID: I know. It's crazy. Let's, let's, let's look at these passages of scripture I've been sharing with you --
HENRY: Yes.
DAVID: -- and I wish your other agents, they would look at them and, and, you know, take a look at them and, and, you know, it would be so awesome if everyone could just sit down and have --
HENRY: I know.
DAVID: -- one honest Bible study in this great nation of America.
HENRY: Well --
DAVID: You know, America does not have to be mutilated or destroyed.
HENRY: Well, you're right, see --
DAVID: It can be exonerated still above all
other nations.

HENRY: And that's why I'm telling you, that's why I'm telling you, because one of our weaknesses is the number of people that we have in, in prisons. Okay? Here you have a perfect opportunity to make a difference. You know? For people that are forgotten, that nobody cares about.

DAVID: Well, no one is forgotten in God. That's for sure.

HENRY: Well, I know but I'm saying within, you know, within our system here, within our system here, who -- you know, there's very few clergy that go into the prisons to, to teach the Word. I don't know why. You know, I mean, it shouldn't be that way, but that's the way that it is. It's a shame. The flock should be growing and, and instead, you know, the -- it's the other way around. Peop -- more and more people are moving away from the religion. And that's that, you know, I think that's that's one of the problems --

DAVID: That's the abomination of the churches. They have no knowledge to give them.

HENRY: Exactly. Exactly.

DAVID: Okay. Well, let me get this out to them and --
HENRY: Okay.

DAVID: -- and, and, you know, tell the guys to give us a few minutes out there on your side --

HENRY: Okay.

DAVID: -- and we'll get this underway. Okay?

HENRY: Okay.

DAVID: And I'll, I'll talk to you in the morning. Is that okay?

HENRY: Okay. I'll call you in, in the morning at, you know, like I did this morning and we'll get --

DAVID: You ever get any sleep over there where you're at?

HENRY: No. I don't get any sleep during the night, you know. I got to be here to make sure if, you know, if you need something I'm, I'm here to respond to you. If you get the word in the middle of the night, you know, you can call me. I want you to be able to call me at any hour.

DAVID: I see. Okey doke then.

HENRY: You will?

DAVID: Well, yeah, if I need you.

HENRY: Okay.

DAVID: I mean the thing of it is is that,
you know, we've just been telling Jim and all that --
today we kind of got hard with him, because, you know,
I've, I've allowed, you know, y'all to infringe closer
and closer against the original agreements --

HENRY: Well, see --

DAVID: -- and we've told him --

HENRY: -- this, this --

DAVID: -- we've said, point blank, we said
we don't mind you using your psychology to negotiate
with us, but the keynote is this, is that you're
fixing to get one of these vehicles out of here blown
to pieces --

HENRY: We don't want that.

DAVID: -- and then you're going to find
out --

HENRY: For God's sakes, don't say that.

DAVID: -- you're going to find out --

HENRY: Don't even say that. Don't even say
that.

DAVID: Well, I know, but see, look.

HENRY: See, because what they're trying to
do is they're trying to ensure the perimeter, okay?
This is not a situation --

DAVID: But when we are told --

HENRY: -- that they're trying to, to
threaten you. It's, it's to ensure that nobody --

DAVID: I know.

HENRY: -- everybody wants -- there is a lot of people, they're civilians. They're not --

DAVID: But they're not going to be coming right down here right behind our gymnasium.

HENRY: Yes, they are. We have to ensure that nobody walks into that place. I mean, when they say that walks in -- you know, they're curiosity seekers. Do you have any idea how many people are around this town as a result of this thing? Everybody's going crazy.

DAVID: Well, maybe I should send some tee shirts out or something.

HENRY: Well, you -- I'll tell you what. You'll -- if you come out, you'll be -- and, and you want to sell some tee shirts --

DAVID: I wouldn't sell them, no. They'll put them up and use them for toilet paper.

HENRY: (Laughter.)

DAVID: Oh, boy.

HENRY: I'm telling you, I'm telling you.

DAVID: We're a mess, aren't we.

HENRY: I know it.

DAVID: I'm sorry that -- oh, boy.
HENRY: Do you know --

DAVID: This crazy humanity.

HENRY: -- you know, the media will do anything for a story. And everybody's curious because there's no stories coming out.

DAVID: Oh, yeah. No matter, no matter how it hurts anybody. I know.

HENRY: I know.

DAVID: It's, it's sad, but you know --

HENRY: Listen --

DAVID: -- God's got it underway.

HENRY: Listen. You've done an awful lot and I appreciate it and we -- and, and we're going to try to do everything we can because we don't want anybody else to get hurt. For God's sakes, you know. If you have something that, that you need, call me. You know. Have Steve call me. Somebody call me, but, you know, don't let any -- anybody do anything crazy. Please.

DAVID: Yeah. I do have a question.

HENRY: Okay.

DAVID: Some -- we had a, we had some, some sutures and somehow they got misplaced. I think they were taken down to another place.

HENRY: Okay.
DAVID: Because originally down in my mechanic shop down there --

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: Off of Loop 340, I think what happened was is that, you know, Bob down there was a surgical nurse --

HENRY: Um-hum.

DAVID: -- and, of course, he's retired now, but I think he had that stuff down there with him. If y'all could check in the morning when Heather goes out, if y'all could check and possibly bring that stuff to us or if you could, could, could find some, some stitching stuff.

HENRY: Okay.

DAVID: Because this, this shot that I have in my, in my wrist -- I mean, and it's already been, you know, quite a bit, but I think I could still, you know, reclean it and, you know, get all the scabs away and all that and, and I'd like to kind of pull the -- 'cause it looks, it looks really bad, like the out two side layers of skin are like -- really look funny.

HENRY: Okay.

DAVID: They're really pooched up and split out and, and it's, it's like a good old clean -- like someone just went and just with a clean, I don't know,
a bucket, shovel, or something, just dug a big old
gouge out of my wrist here and I'd like to be able to
kind of sew that up a little bit.

    HENRY: Um-hum. Well, let me ask you this.
    Is there somebody that knows what they're doing or do
we need to bring you out?

    DAVID: Oh yeah, yeah.

    HENRY: Okay. They're sutures?

    DAVID: Yeah. You know, they comes -- in a
sterile package, it's got little needle and it's got
the, the thread, the surgical thread.

    HENRY: Yes.

    DAVID: You know.

    HENRY: Okay. I'll work on that and I'll,
I'll --

    DAVID: If it's no trouble, you know.

    HENRY: Yeah. Oh, it's no trouble. You
know.

    DAVID: Okey doke. Appreciate it then.

    HENRY: Okay. Okay.

    DAVID: Lylatov, shalom, shalom.

    HENRY: Okay.

    DAVID: Okay.

    HENRY: Adios.

    DAVID: Bye-bye.
HENRY: Bye.

(End of tape.)